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Abstract. Parabolic trough configurations account for 95% of the current installed concentrating solar power (CSP) 
capacity. Certainly this technology is considered as the most mature among other CSP types. However, regardless of its 
maturity, the pursuit of cost competitiveness with respect to fossil fuels and other renewables is still a dire need. One way 
to maximize profitability and improve performance is flexibility through fast starts. In this regard, the steam turbine has 
been identified as a key limiting component to the start-up process. This work focuses on analyzing the influence of steam 
turbine start-up parameters on the overall annual performance of a CSP plant. For this, a detailed parabolic trough power 
plant (PTPP) performance model was developed including a control strategy to account for turbine transient start-up 
constraints. The PTPP model was developed in accordance to the latest state-of-the-art of the technology. As such, the first 
part of the results consisted of validation studies of the model with respect to the actual power plant. The results obtained 
in this regard showed that the model correlates to the rated performance of the power plant with maximum errors of 12% 
and of 14% to the dynamic operation of the power plant. The second part of this work consisted of using the validated 
model in a series of sensitivity studies concerning the variation of different turbine start-up parameters. Results showed 
that improvements of up to 1.8% in the annual electricity production are possible with only 0.3% increase in fuel 
consumption.  

INTRODUCTION 

Among concentrating solar power (CSP) technologies, parabolic trough configurations are the most mature and 
economically viable at a large-scale [1]. In the past 7 years, the global CSP capacity has grown over 7 times up to the 
currently installed 4.7 GW [2] [3]. While it is true that a significant portion of this growth has been from tower-based 
configurations, parabolic trough technology remains the most dominant one, accounting for 95% of the current global 
installed CSP capacity. However, there are still certain challenges to overcome in order to continue the development 
of the technology. On the technical side, the inherent fluctuations of the solar supply pose operating requirements to 
which certain crucial power plant components are not fully designed to fulfill. On the economic side, CSP systems 
have not yet reached competitive prices with respect to conventional technologies [4] or even other renewables [5]. 
Both these aspects lead to a hindrance of the actual forecasted deployment of the technology [6]. Thus, technological 
improvements at both component and system level represent an opportunity towards increasing performance and 
reducing costs.  

Among the proposed options [7][3][8] to address the technical and economic challenges mentioned above, one 
improvement is related to optimizing the power block to meet the daily start-up and shutdown cycles of the plant from 
the fluctuations and intermittencies of the solar resource supply. By improving operating flexibility, energy losses 
during transient operation can be mitigated, leading to an increase in the energy production of the CSP plant. This, in 
turn, improves its profitability and availability. One key aspect of operational flexibility, in the CSP context of daily 
cyclic operation, is the capability for fast starts. This even applies to CSP configurations with integrated thermal 
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energy storage given that prior studies [9] have shown that, for certain market conditions, the most profitable operating 
strategies imply an increased amount of annual starts in order to peak the operation of the plant during the highest 
electricity prices.  

As such, in the interest of improving the annual performance and competitiveness of parabolic trough CSP plants, 
it is desirable to achieve fast start-up times to harness the solar energy as soon as possible. On the other hand, in the 
interest of preserving component lifetime it is necessary to set limitations during start-up operation. The start-up speed 
of the whole plant is limited by the thermal behavior of certain key components, one of which is the steam turbine. 
During start-up operation, the variation of the incoming steam conditions provokes temperature gradients within the 
turbine metal. As a result, the ramp rate at which the steam turbine can start is typically constrained by thermal stresses 
which must be carefully controlled during the start-up process. In common industrial practice, turbine manufacturers 
define a discrete number of start-up schedules to operate the machine under allowable thermal limits. In general, the 
warmer the turbine is before start-up, the faster the start-up can be.  

The state of the art know-how of steam turbine start-up has its roots in conventional power generation applications, 
which does not have such a variable operating conditions as CSP. Thus, the steam turbine industry mainly applied 
designs of turbines suited for conventional power generation practices only with more flexible operating constraints. 
Previous experience has shown that the steam produced by the solar field was not fully utilized for power production 
in the turbine [10], which has set the tendency towards implementing retrofitting measures [11][12] and other 
improvements [13] once the turbine has been commissioned. In some cases these turbine modifications have been 
found to yield up to 4.7% improvements in the annual production of a CSPP. This iteration between the power plant 
operator and the turbine manufacturer towards higher flexibility still merits further investigation. In order to fully 
adapt to the transient operating conditions of CSP, it becomes important to make full use of the turbine’s flexibility 
by avoiding over-conservative or sub-optimal limitations in the design process of such schedules while still ensuring 
the safe operation of the machine. In order to achieve this, this work studies the influence of steam turbine start-up 
parameters on the overall annual performance of a CSP plant. The case at hand is based on previous studies by the 
authors which describe in detail the implementation of strategies on the steam turbine to increase its flexibility [12][13] 
and the effect on the power plant for tower-based systems has also been investigated [14] [15].  For this, a detailed 
parabolic trough power plant (PTPP) performance model was developed including a control strategy to account for 
turbine transient start-up constraints. This model was first validated in its steady-state and dynamic operation and then 
used in sensitivity studies in which a different start-up parameter was varied. 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The modeling of the PTPP performance carried out in this work has been done using DYESOPT, an integrated 
tool capable of performing power plant design, performance evaluation and equipment costing that has been 
previously developed [10][17] at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH). To perform a techno-economic 
assessment, DYESOPT requires location specific inputs as well as power plant design specifications and component 
cost functions. These inputs allow the design of the power plant at nominal conditions to be achieved. Moreover, the 
design parameters are then used for an annual dynamic simulation using TRNSYS, the results from which are used to 
calculate relevant performance indicators involving both technical and economic aspects of the modeled power plant. 
FIGURE 1 schematizes a simplified version of the flow of information and calculations within the tool, in which the 
required input is differentiated by colors depending on the nature of the data: design configuration related (orange), 
location related (blue) and cost functions (green). 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Simplified schematics of information flow in DYESOPT 
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A schematic representation of the modeled PT-CSPP layout is shown in FIGURE 2 along with the power plant’s 
nominal design specifications in TABLE 1. The nominal layout was developed following the latest state of the art of 
PTPP technology [18] [19]. In general, the layout has a solar field (SF) composed of parabolic trough collectors that 
concentrate the solar energy into focal lines where the heat transfer fluid (HTF) is flowing. Alternatively, in the 
absence of solar irradiation, a gas fired HTF heater (HTFH) can be used to increase the temperature of the thermal oil. 
The heated HTF is then directed to the steam generator (SG) composed of superheater (SH), evaporator (EV) and 
economizer (EC) where it exchanges its heat to incoming saturated water. The water leaves the SG in the form of 
steam to enter a gas fired booster heater (BH) which raises steam conditions before the inlet to the turbine. The 
superheated steam powers a Rankine cycle with regeneration. The power block (PB) layout comprises a steam turbine 
(ST) with extractions to closed feed-water heaters and to a deaerator (D). Furthermore, the condensing process is done 
with an air cooled condenser (ACC). The equations governing these models were extracted from [20]and [21] for the 
power block, from [22] for the HTF cycle and from [23] and [24] for the solar field.   

 
 

 

FIGURE 2. Schematic layout for the modeled parabolic trough solar power plant. 

 

TABLE 1. Design specification parameters for the modeled power plant 

Parameter Value 

Location Abu Dhabi
Heat Transfer Fluid Thermal Oil
Solar Field Aperture 627 840 m2 
Solar Field Outlet Temperature 400 oC 
Power Cycle Rankine with regeneration 
Turbine Capacity 100 MW 
Turbine Inlet Pressure 100 bara 
Turbine Inlet Temperature 540 oC 
Cooling Method Dry 

Start-up Strategy 

In order to be able to carry out the studies set for this work was the implementation of a control strategy for the 
start-up of the plant, especially for the start-up of the steam turbine. First, the cool-down behavior of the turbine was 
modeled in accordance to the lumped capacitance method [20]. By doing this, it was possible to calculate the turbine 
metal temperature throughout its operation, with a special interest during offline periods. Then, the turbine start-up 
behavior was included by determining which start-up schedule is to be carried out. This is performed by going through 
the number of curves that are available , from coldest to warmest, and compare the turbine calculated 
temperature with the one required by the curve. Doing this automatically implies that the minimum required steam 
admission conditions are also defined. The turbine start begins only when these conditions are fulfilled on both the 
turbine metal and the steam conditions. Furthermore, once the start-up curve corresponding to the temperature state 
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of the turbine is determined, this also defines the time for the turbine to reach synchronization speed, SD and the time 
for the turbine to reach full load, RD. It is important to highlight that one set of these parameters corresponds to one 
start-up curve. FIGURE 3 is a representation of the start-up parameters within a typical turbine schedule. The dynamic 
simulation executes the start of the turbine each time in accordance to this control logic and to the respective 
parameters. 

 
FIGURE 3. Turbine start parameters represented within a start-up schedule. 

MODEL VALIDATION 

Once the model was developed following the same specifications and sizing of the built power plant, the next step 
was to validate it. This was done by comparing the model against the rated specifications of the power plant for 
nominal operation and also against measured data during daily operation. With regards to the modeling steps within 
DYESOPT these comparisons correspond to validating the resulting values of the steady state design and dynamic 
simulation of the model. 

Steady State Design Validation 

The steady state validation consisted of verifying that the sizing of all power plant components within the 
DYESOPT tool was done in accordance to the rated specified heat and mass flow conditions of the installed power 
plant. TABLE 2 shows the heat load proportions corresponding to the power plant design for different subsystems 
within the layout normalized against the total heat load required by the power block. The table also shows the relative 
error of the model with respect to such values. Likewise, TABLE 3 shows the mass flow proportions for certain key 
lines of the power plant layout (FIGURE 2) normalized against the turbine inlet conditions and the error of the model 
with respect to those values. In general, for both the heat a load cases it can be said that the model steady-state sizing 
matches that of the power plant satisfactorily, with errors averaging within 5-8% and a maximum error of 12.3% for 
the power block parasitic consumption. 

 

TABLE 2. Heat load proportions from data for the nominal operation of the power plant and comparison to 
obtained results from model steady state design.

Subsystem (Fluid) Nominal Heat Loads [% of PBth] Model Error [% to Data]  

Solar Field (HTF) 82.01 5.73 
Steam Generator (Steam) 81.54 5.19 
Booster Heater (Steam) 22.51 7.84 
Condenser (Water) 60.29 0.72 
Power Block Gross (Steam) 39.38 1.91 
Power Block Paras (Steam) 4.38 12.30 
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TABLE 3. Mass load proportions from data for the nominal operation of the power plant and comparison to 
obtained results from model steady state design..

Flow Rate (Fluid) Nominal Mass Loads [% of Y] Model Error [% to Data]  

X (HTF) 931.67 8.30 
Y (Steam) 100 6.40 
Z (Steam) 72.66 5.56 
W (Gas) 21.40 7.11 

Dynamic Behavior Validation 

The dynamic validation consisted of comparing the behavior of the model during a day of operation against 
historical data provided by the power plant operator. It is important to clarify that for this study the only data that is 
being used as an input to the model is the DNI and weather conditions for the given day of comparison. While the 
remaining flow and temperature values comprised within the data were used to benchmark with those calculated as 
output from the model. As such, there is no correlation being done with the data by means of regressions but only 
through physical equations. The dynamic results from the model and the data from the plant are shown below. Similar 
to the steady-state validation section, these were organized in terms of heat loads, FIGURE 4a, and mass flows, 
FIGURE 4b. In general, it is considered that the model follows the same behavior of the historical data of the plant. 
However, it can also be seen that the model has certain over predictions of energy and flows during the ramping up 
process. These are caused by differences in the solar field performance which translate to the other subsystems. The 
differences in dynamic behavior between the model and the data amount to 14% in the power production of the plant. 
As such, for the purpose of the upcoming studies in this work it is considered that the model has a validated behavior 
with regards to the reference PTPP. 

 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Comparison of dynamic operation between historical data and performance model for (a) heat loads and (b) mass 
loads during a day of operation.  
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PLANT PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS 

The next step of this work was to perform sensitivity studies of turbine start-up parameters on the annual electricity 
production and the annual energy use of fossil fuel. As it can be seen on the power plant layout on FIGURE 2, fossil 
fuel firing is an inherent part of this plant’s operation. As such, the main intention with these sensitivity comparisons 
is to understand where the highest gains on production can be made with the lowest costs on fuel consumption through 
improving turbine flexibility at start-up. TABLE 4 lists the five sensitivity cases that were studied along with the 
parameter being varied on each case. It is important to highlight that for cases A-D the parameters were varied by 
±20% from the validated values, while case E was varied by adding one additional start-up curve level each time.  

 

TABLE 4. Sensitivity cases and variable parameters 

Case Parameter 

A Turbine temperature after cool-down (Tcd)  
B Synchronization delay (SD) 
C Ramp up delay (RD) 
D SD+RD 
E Number of available start-up curves 

 
The resulting annual performance of the plant by the different sensitivity studies can be seen on FIGURE 5a. In 

relation to the base case it can be seen that the different changes in turbine performance can lead to improvements of 
up to 1.88% in the annual electricity production in exchange for 0.4% increase the annual fuel energy. Likewise, the 
figure also shows how a less optimal turbine operation can lead to up to 2.3% losses in annual power generation. 
FIGURE 5b shows the annual distribution of turbine starts for the base case and the obtained positive results from 
cases A, D and E. It can be seen that as each case varies a different turbine start-up parameter, the annual distribution 
varies in a different way: either by the distribution start-types (Case A), the time of the starts (Case D) or both (Case 
E). Overall it can be seen that the yielded benefits for each case come from a decrease of the annual time in start-up, 
which translates into more time in nominal operation. 

 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Annual performance of the plant by the different sensitivity studies: (a) annual yield and fuel energy (b) turbine 
start-up time and type distribution. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This work focused on analyzing the influence of steam turbine start-up parameters on the overall annual 
performance of a CSP plant. For this, a PTPP model was used as the base case to compare against different scenarios 
of improved turbine start-up operation. First, the model was developed with increased detail level on the turbine 
control strategy during start-up. Then, the model was validated against steady-state and dynamic data from the 
modeled power plant. Finally, sensitivity studies were carried out for each case and then a comparison was made 
among the most promising results. From this work the following conclusions are drawn: 

 Turbine flexibility at start-up can affect the overall performance of the power plant negatively by up to 
2.3% which highlights the importance of pursuing operational improvements on the turbine. 

 Likewise, turbine flexibility at start-up was found to increase the annual power plant production by up to 
1.88%. This was achieved with an increased fossil fuel consumption of 0.4%  

 From the sensitivity studies performed, the most favorable ways of increasing turbine flexibility, once the 
turbine has been commissioned and installed, were: keeping the turbine warmer during offline periods 
and decreasing the ramping time of the turbine. 

Future work with regards to this study shall include refining of the model against the measured data to be even 
more accurate in the dynamic behavior. Also, these studies did not include turbine thermal behavior analysis. As such, 
one important aspect to investigate would be the life time consumption costs that these start-up changes at power plant 
level would have on component level. Similarly, all the measures in this work were implemented on a one-at-a-time 
basis in the sensitivity studies. A combination of the measures alongside with the related costs would represent an 
interesting optimization case.   Furthermore, a similar analysis including all economic aspects of the power plant 
would complete the question on whether the power plant is more profitable through increase turbine flexibility. 
Finally, other operating strategies for increased flexibility can be investigated based on the model developed on this 
work. Specifically, with regards to the trade-off of using back-up fossil fuel firing to pre-warm the turbine.    
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